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Rack Features

**Note:  The image above is for the ProMaster 159” WB None Extended.  The 136” WB and 159” WB Extended 
contain different side rail lengths, and different quantities of brackets 2



The HSLD rack does not include any additional accessories, and this manual does not include the installation 
of these accessories. Failure to review accessory installation manuals may result in extended installation time.

Use this link to find the manuals for any accessories and Review them before beginning this installation.  
https://unakagearco.com/pages/manuals

Some of the common accessories purchased separately are listed below.

• Flush Mount Solar Panel Brackets:  **Our most popular accessory makes for the cleanest solar panel 
installation

• Extrusion Tie Down Kits

• Ram ProMaster Side Mount Ladder

• More to come!

Rack Accessories
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Ladders:  Installation of this roof rack requires two ladders for two people to help with the installation.  Make sure that your 
ladders are tall enough, and that you have a level area to use them on.  Accessing the roof of your van will put you at 
extreme risk to potential falls which can result in injury or death.

Warning: Ladders are dangerous and should only be used with appropriate training.  Incorrect use of ladders can result in 
injury or death.  

Fall Protection:  Accessing the roof of your van will put you at extreme risk to potential falls which can result in injury or 
death.  Appropriate fall protection should be used when accessing your van roof. For general use situations, OSHA requires 
that fall protection be provided at elevations of four feet in general industry workplaces.

Safety and PPE
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Required Tools
• 1 to 2 tall sturdy ladders

• Standard set of box wrenches

• Standard socket set

• 5/32” and 3/16” Allen Wrench

• Torque Wrench

• Measuring Tape

Required Tools
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Loctite & Anti-seize

A small tube of Blue Loctite 242 and Loctite anti-seize are 
provided with each kit.  Follow manufactures 
recommendation for application and safety.

Blue Loctite 242

• Apply this to any bolt that is not used with a nylock nut

Loctite Anti-seize

• Apply a dab of anti-seize to the side of each bolt that will 
be paired with a nylock nut.  Nylock nuts have a small 
plastic insert to make them vibration resistant.

Loctite 242

Loctite C5-A Anti-Seize
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1. Layout and identify all parts
• Keep hardware separate, some types may be only slightly different and are not interchangeable

2. Assemble side rail assemblies
• Add additional hardware to top of extrusion slot as needed for flush mount solar panel brackets or other 

accessories

3. Assemble cross bar assemblies
• Add additional hardware to top of extrusion slot as needed for flush mount solar panel brackets or other 

accessories

4. Assemble wind fairing

5. Loosely install rack brackets on the van t-studs

6. Loosely install side rails onto roof rack brackets on van

7. Loosely install cross bars on rack

8. Loosely install wind fairing to rack side rails

9. Use cross bars and wind fairing to set the spacing of the side rails, ensuring they are parallel

10. Snug up cross bar and wind fairing hardware making rack fairly uniform

11. Tighten and torque bolts securing rack to rack brackets

12. Loosing and adjust cross bar positions as needed, install solar panels, and re-tighten everything

13. Torque all hardware

Installation Overview
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159” WB HSLD KIT COMPONENTS:

1

3

1

2 4

NOTE:  Components do not come pre-assembled.  Review the rest of the manual for individual component assembly procedures.

Note, the passenger side 
rail assembly is a mirrored 
version of the driver side
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T-Nut Boss faces 
center of extrusion

Extrusion T-Nut Installation Overview:  Part # 3678 or similar

1. T-nuts are used to connect 8020 style extrusion and other components
2. When installing T-nuts, leave the flat side towards the outside of the extrusion, and have the boss facing the center of the extrusion
3. Once inside the extrusion, slide the t-nut to the desired location

Correct way to Orient T-nuts 
when sliding into extrusion



Extrusion T-Nut Installation Overview:  Part # 3678 or similar

1. One side of the t-nut is longer than the other
2. When the long side is pointed at the long side of another t-nut, in some cases they can physically interfere
3. When the long side is pointed at the end of the extrusion, in some cases they can extend past, and physically prevent 1 piece from 

correctly touching the other

Long side of T-Nuts 
facing each other 

will interfere

Long side of T-Nuts 
facing outside will 

interfere

Long side of T-Nuts 
should face the 
same direction

Long side of T-nuts 
on the outside 

should face away 
from the end of 

the extrusion

Warning:  T-nuts installed in the orientation 
below will create interferences

Correct way to Orient T-nuts to 
prevent interferences

Long side of actual t-nuts is longer than shown in the image and will 
interfere



159” WB Side Rail Assembly:

This section covers the HSLD side rail assembly.  Note the images shown are for the Driver side assembly.  The passenger side assembly is a 
mirrored image.

Below is the bill of material (BOM) for Qty 1 side rail assembly.  The BOM for the driver side, and passenger side rail assemblies are identical 
and match the table below. 
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Driver Side HSLD Side Rail159” WB Side Rail Assembly:
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Driver Side HSLD Side Rail159” WB Side Rail Assembly:
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Driver Side HSLD Side Rail159” WB Side Rail Assembly:
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Driver Side HSLD Side Rail159” WB Side Rail Assembly:
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Cross Bar Initial Assembly:  Standard kit comes with Qty 4 cross bars, additional bars can be purchased separately 
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Cross Bar Initial Assembly:

1. If you haven’t done so, double check to see if any other parts in future steps will need to be attached to your cross bars and how 
many t-nuts will be required for each item.  This includes flush mount solar panel brackets, other 8020 brackets, the tie downs, etc.

2. Install the brackets required to secure your cross bar to the side rails.  The Unaka standard option is the flat 5 hole L-brackets which 
each use 5 bolts and t-nuts.  Other options include using cross bars that use 4 x 2 hole corner brackets or your own custom solution.  

3. Do not fully tighten the hardware at this time.  Leave at least one or two pieces of hardware tight enough where the brackets won’t 
come loose and slide off the end of the extrusion while lifting and lower the cross bars into place.

4. If cross bar assemblies include different quantities of hardware for different accessories, mark them so that they get installed in the 
correct order or location on the roof rack
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Assemble Wind Fairing End Caps

1. Apply anti-seize to all bolts in this step during installation
2. Warning:  Top and bottom end cap brackets look very similar, 

but they have identifying notches.  Lower bracket has 3 notches, 
upper bracket has 2 notches.

3. End cap brackets should be installed with the tab with the 
chamfered corners bolting to wind fairing end cap

4. Bolt top and bottom wind fairing brackets to driver side end 
cap.  ***Leave the bolts just loose enough so the brackets can 
float around in their slots

5. Repeat process for passenger side end cap

Wind Fairing Driver 
Side End Cap

Top W.F. End Cap 
Bracket (2 notches)

Bottom W.F. End 
Cap Bracket 
(3 notches)

¼” Washer

¼-20 Nylock Washer

¼” Washer
BHCS, 1/4-20 X 1" LG, SS

Driver Side End Cap Assembled

Side with identifying 
notches bolts to end cap

3 Identifying notches
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Bolt wind fairing to end caps

1. Apply anti-seize to all bolts in this step during installation
2. Hardware holding end cap brackets to the end cap still slightly loose
3. Loosely bolt the wind fairing to the wind fairing end cap assemblies
4. **Tighten the hardware carefully.  Do not tighten hardware one at a 

time.  Holding / position the wind fairing to align the edges of the 
fairing with the end cap as best you can.  All edges may not be 
perfectly aligned due to manufacturing tolerances.  Move between 
the bolts tightening them each a bit slowly until everything is nice 
and tight.  If you tighten one bracket to much, it may not allow the 
adjustment slots in the brackets to compensate for manufacturing 
and installation tolerances

5. Repeat for the passenger side end cap
6. Install the bulb seal on the front edge of the wind fairing

Wind Fairing Driver 
Side End Cap

¼” Washer

¼-20 Nylock Washer

¼” Washer

BHCS, 1/4-20 X 1" LG, SS

Wind Fairing

Completed passenger side end cap / wind fairing
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Promaster T-
stud on van roof

Unaka Promaster rack 
bracket nut plate

ProMaster HSLD spacer

Unaka Promaster rack 
bracket channel

Step 1:  Slide opening in 
nut plate over van t-stud

Step 2:  Slide channel 
over nut plate capturing 
on t-stud

Install Rack Brackets Onto Van

1. Each side of the van gets the following brackets:
a) 136” WB:  3 bracket assemblies per side
b) 159” WB:  4 bracket assemblies per side
c) 159” WB EXT:  5 bracket assemblies per side

2. Locate and install the rack brackets onto the Promaster t-
sudds.

3. Do not install hardware yet.  Leave the 5/16 bolts and 
washers and the HSLD spacer next to each bracket

*Image shows a ProMaster 159” WB
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**HSLD Spacer is only used on 
kits shipped before June of 
2023.  New kits do not require 
this part**



Loosely Install Side Rail Assemblies

1. Install 1 side rail assembly at a time using 2 people
2. Lower the side rail assembly onto the roof rack brackets 

placing a HSLD spacer between the top of the bracket and 
the bottom of the 8020 adapter  (spacer only required with 
kits shipped before June of 2023)

3. Insert the hex bolt through both washers, apply a dab of 
Loctite 242 to the side of the bolt, and maneuver it 
through the 8020 adapter, through the spacer, and into 
the rack bracket nut plate

4. Turn the first bolt until it just starts to thread in (if you 
thread it to far you may have a hard time engaging the 2nd 
bolt

5. Install the 2nd bolt until following the steps above until it 
just starts to thread in.  If you have trouble you can loosen 
the first bolt a touch or try to lift on the nut plate to help it 
engage.

6. Snug both bolts up evenly but do not tighten yet

NOTE:  The dimensions we set the rear three 8020 adapters to 
during the side rail assembly should be close but may not be 
perfect for every van.  You may need to loosen some of the 8020 
adapters and reposition to get the holes to line up with the rack 
bracket / nut plate.

FLAT WASHER, OVERSIZED, 
3/8", 1" OD, 0.04"- 0.06" 
THICK, 18-8 SS

FLAT WASHER, 5/16" 
SCREW SIZE, 0.344" ID, 
0.75" OD, 18-8 SS

HEX HEAD BOLT, 5/16"-18 
X 1" LG, 18-8 SS

8020 adapter

HSLD Spacer

Promaster roof 
rack bracket

*Image shows a ProMaster 159” WB
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used on kits shipped 
before June of 2023.  
New kits do not 
require this part**



Position Side Rail Assemblies

1. The side rail position with respect to the first 8020 adapter 
should have been set during the side rail assembly process

2. Confirm that both driver and passenger side rail 
assemblies are 6.75” in front of the leading edge of the 
8020 adapter after they are installed.  

3. If they are not, loosen the hardware securing the side 
plates to the 8020 adapters (not spacer plates), slide the 
side rail assembly forward or back until 6.75” is achieved, 
then tighten everything back down.

Leading edge of 
first 8020 adapter

Position the front of each side rail 
assembly so that it is 6.75” in front of the 
leading edge of the 8020 adapter. 
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Loosely Install Cross Bar Assemblies

1. Rough position  your cross bars in their desired locations.  In order to set the side rail to rail spacing in a later step, you will need at least 
one towards the front, one towards the middle, and one towards the back even if you move them based on your design needs later.

2. Slide 3 t-nuts into the top of each side rail assembly for each cross bar L bracket.
3. Some of these t-nuts will need to be installed from the front, and others from the back.  Unless you remove the splice plate you will not 

be able to install all t-nuts from the front or back. 
4. Now is also a good time to add any additional t-nuts into the top of your 8020 side rails that you may need for other accessories 

(awnings, etc.).  Even if you get them close and have to remove one L bracket to re-position them bolts past it, at least you won’t have to 
remove all of them. 

5. In some cases, your 4 hole splice plate may interfere with your desired cross bar location.  If this is the case, slide the 4 hole splice plate 
to one side, or just use the 5 hole cross bar L-bracket as the splice plate.

6. Lower your cross bars onto the 8020 side rails, apply Blue Loctite 242 to the sides of the hardware provided with the cross bar 
assemblies, and thread them into the installed t-nuts.  Do not fully tighten.

For every cross bar, slide 3 t-nuts 
into the top of each 8020 side rail.  
If cross bars are located in front of 
the 4 hole splice plate, insert those 
t-nuts from the front

*Image shows a ProMaster 159” WB
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Loosely Install Wind Fairing Assembly

1. Install rubber bulb seal onto the leading edge of the wind 
fairing assembly

2. Lower the wind fairing assembly down so it is on the outside 
of the side plates, if you previously installed the 5/16-18 x 1-
1/8” long BHCS in the front spacer during the side rail 
assembly, it will need to be removed to get the wind fairing in 
place

3. Insert the 5/16-18 x 1-1/8” long BHCS through the 5/16” 
washer, apply Blue Loctite 242 to the side of the bolt, insert 
through the side plate, through the spacer, and into the t-nut.  
Do not fully tighten.

4. Insert the 5/16-18 x 1” long BHCS through the 5/16” washer, 
apply anti-seize to the side of the bolt, insert through the side 
plate, through the 2nd 5/16” washer, and into the nylock nut.  
Use a 3/16” allen wrench and a ½” socket wrench to tighten, 
do not fully tighten.

5. Use the slots in the side rail assembly to position the wind 
fairing as desired.  Tighten all hardware.

6. ``

Wind fairing 
assembly

BHCS, 5/16-18 X 1" 
LG, FULLY 
THREADED, 18-8 S.S.

BHCS, 5/16-18 X 
1-1/8" LG, FULLY 
THREADED, 18-8 
S.S.

LOCKNUT, 5/16-
18, 18-8 S.S.

FLAT WASHER, 5/16" 
SCREW SIZE, 0.344" ID, 
0.75" OD, 18-8 SS

This step should be completed with 2 people using 2 ladders
Tip:  Use rags as needed to protect the van if you need to sit the wind fairing on the van roof
Warning:  Take extra precautions to not drop the wind fairing onto the wind shield, and down the front of the van
Note:  The slots in the side plate allow for forward / backward adjustment of the wind fairing, as well as gives the ability to adjust the 
angle of the wind fairing
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Set side rail to side rail spacing

Temporary cross bars near 
front, middle, and rear

Center Rack 
on Van

This step should be completed with 2 people using 2 ladders
1. Position 3 to 4 of the installed cross bars along the length of the 

rack
a) At a minimum place one towards the front, one towards the 

middle, and one towards the back
b) Do not place cross bars directly over a rack bracket

2. Loosely bolt the cross bars to the 8020 rails
3. Once the cross bars are in place, center the rack on the van and set 

the side rail to side rail spacing so that the cross bars are tight, but 
can still be removed, or adjusted forward or backwards.  As you 
adjust, the rail to rail spacing, snug up the roof rack brackets and 
cross bar hardware

a) If the rack brackets are too tight, loosen them just enough to 
allow the rail to rail spacing to be set

4. Once everything is parallel and even with each other, tighten the 
rack brackets to the van roof.  Tighten both bracket bolts evenly by 
alternating from bolt to bolt.  Torque to 90 in-lbs.

5. Double check that all rack brackets are tight before moving to the 
next step. Once solar panels and other items are installed, 
tightening and checking this hardware is difficult.

Tighten 5/16-18 hex 
bolts using ½” wrench

*Image shows a ProMaster 159” WB
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Final Install of Cross Bar Assemblies

1. Remove and reposition any cross bars that were not located in their final locations during the rail to rail spacing step
2. The final position of the cross-bar assemblies can now be set

• See later page about potential cross bar and splice plate interferences
3. If you completely loosen, or find your self loosening a bolt that already has Loctite on it several times, remove it and 

apply some more

Final Torque Checks

Once everything is installed, go back and check that all hardware is tight.

*Image shows a ProMaster 159” WB
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Potential Cross Bar to Splice Plate Interference

*Image shows a 
ProMaster 159” WB
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Preventative Maintenance Checks

Even though we do not expect any of the hardware to come loose, we recommend 
checking your roof rack hardware from time to time to help minimize the chance of 
something coming loose over time.  Using the appropriate wrenches check the roof rack 
hardware to ensure nothing is coming loose at the intervals below. 

• Initial check after 4 to 7 days of moderate driving

• Follow Up Check 1 month after moderate driving

• Routine checks 3 to 4 months of moderate driving

• Anytime after moderate driving on bumpy roads or gravel roads

This completes the installation of your HSLD kit.
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Legal Disclaimer

Legal Disclaimer:

Unaka Gear Co. makes no warranties whatsoever, expressed, or implied, oral, or written to any purchasers, except the 

limited warranty described on our website. Unaka Gear Co. is hereby specifically excluded from any implied warranty 

of incidental, secondary, or consequential damages of any kind whatsoever. All purchasers and users of products 

manufactured by Unaka Gear Co. agree to hold harmless and indemnify Unaka Gear Co from any and all claims arising 

from their use. Failure to receive notice of any limitations or the limitations contained in this disclaimer shall not serve 

to extend liability to Unaka Gear Co. for any claims arising out of use of its products.
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